
1� Life Skill Lessons

Ma 22: Counting using the skip method
FUTR Tool: no  
PACT: yes

Supplies: None

On paper, ask students to each make a row of Xs, 1/3s, circles standing for quarters, slash marks, and rectangles 
standing for dollars. On the board, show an example of each: XX, 1/3 1/3, OO, //, [ ][ ]

Have students trade papers with partners and count their partner’s Xs by twos, 1/3s by threes, quarters by fours, slash 
marks by five, and dollar bills by tens. Have them circle their groupings as they count and write their totals at the ends 
of the rows.

Answer: Students will have different numbers of items to count. Make sure the Xs are circled in groups of twos, the 
1/3s in groups of threes (discuss that three 1/3s equal a whole), quarters in groups of fours (discuss that four quarters 
equal one dollar), slash marks by fives (discuss that the fifth slash in each set can be made sideways to mark a group 
of five), dollar bills by tens (discuss that ten ones equal a $10 bill)

Objective: Student will skip count by twos, threes, fours, fives, and tens.

Subject: Math

Mode: Written

Training Zone: [O] Organization

Readiness Factor: [2] Daily Living

Readiness Factor Category: [g] Time and Order

     

Ma 23: Creating a comparison shopping chart
FUTR Tool: no  
PACT: yes

Supplies: For each team of three or four students: One sheet of paper with a five-column, four row-grid that fills most 
of the page

Ask three volunteers with different brands of athletic shoes to each place one shoe where everyone can see it. Then, 
have the whole class gather in groups of three or four. Ask them to assume they want to buy new athletic shoes. Have 
students head the columns with some features they want to look for in shoes. (Examples: leather?, strong arch, design, 
colors, cost) Tell them to label the rows with the brand names of the three shoes. Then, have them fill in as many of 
the grid boxes as possible by looking at the shoes and talking to the shoe owners. Ask each group to choose a shoe 
and then share the final decision and reasons with the class. Discuss that, in this situation, the comparison charts will 
all be similar since everyone is looking at the same shoes. Point out that, in a real shopping situation, the shoes — or 
whatever is being purchased — will be based on individual choices. Explain that gathering the data into one chart 
makes it very easy to make logical comparisons.

Objective: Student will create a comparison shopping chart.

Subject: Math

Mode: Role Play

Training Zone: [O] Organization

Readiness Factor: [2] Daily Living

Readiness Factor Category: [f] Shopping and Eating at Restaurants
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21�Receptive Literacy

Rl 17: Finding emergency numbers
FUTR Tool: 171  
PACT: yes

Supplies: Several phone books

Discuss that 9-1-1 is the emergency number to use whenever you have a serious emergency. Point out that, 
when you have a need that is not such a serious emergency, you can call other secondary-level emergency 
numbers. Explain that these numbers are often listed under local, state, and national government. Divide the 
class into small groups and give each group a phone book. Ask teams to find the following emergency phone 
numbers:

1. fire department

2. police department

Objective: Student will find phone numbers for secondary-level emergency situations.

Subject: Receptive Literacy
Mode: Action
Training Zone: [E] Exploration

Readiness Factor: [2] Daily Living
Readiness Factor Category: [e] Safety and Security

     

Rl 1�: Finding ways to remember facts
FUTR Tool: no  
PACT: no

Supplies: None

Discuss that it is not always easy to remember things you hear. Explain that one way you can help yourself 
remember is by creating memory clues such as these two: ROY G BIV for the order of the colors in the rainbow 
and Mad Wish to remember that Madison is the capital of Wisconsin. Choose a few facts that the students are 
currently studying and ask students to think of word clues to help remember them.

Objective: Student will create memory clues to help remember study details.

Subject: Receptive Literacy
Mode: Oral Response
Training Zone: [E] Exploration

Readiness Factor: [2] Daily Living
Readiness Factor Category: [g] Time and Order

     

Rl 1�: Following multiple oral directions
FUTR Tool: 175  
PACT: yes

Supplies: A book with at least 79 pages

Explain that there are many times in life when it is helpful to be able to follow multiple directions at a time. Ask 
a volunteer to follow the four directions below, but not to start until you have given all four directions. Hand the 
student the book as you give these four directives:

1. Open the book.

2. Turn to page 42.

3. Turn to page 79. 

4. Touch your chin.

Repeat with similar directions and other volunteers. 

Objective: Student will follow multiple oral directions.

Subject: Receptive Literacy
Mode: Action
Training Zone: [A] Analysis

Readiness Factor: [1] Career
Readiness Factor Category: [b] Job Performance

     

5. child protection agency

6. poison control center

3. animal control 

4. ambulance service
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